Our data now provide evidence for a function for Eph receptors and ephrins that establishes roles in NMDA-independent forms of synaptic plasticity.
Lymphocyte motility is vital for trafficking within lymphoid organs and for initiating contact with antigen-presenting cells. Visualization of these processes has previously been limited to in vitro systems. We describe the use of twophoton laser microscopy to image the dynamic behavior of individual living lymphocytes deep within intact lymph nodes. In their native environment, T cells achieved peak velocities of more than 25 micrometers per minute, displaying a motility coefficient that is five to six times that of B cells. Antigenic challenge changed T cell trajectories from random walks to "swarms" and stable clusters. Real-time two-photon imaging reveals lymphocyte behaviors that are fundamental to the initiation of the immune response.
The process by which lymphocytes transit through organized lymphoid tissues is crucial to the immune response, but it has not been amenable to direct experimental investigation and remains poorly understood (1). During transit, T lymphocytes can encounter antigenpresenting cells (APCs), take up residence in specific regions of lymphoid tissue, or reenter the circulation. In vivo studies at a macroscopic level with cannulated lymphatic vessels have provided population measurements of lymphocyte recirculation under physiological conditions (1) . At the cellular and molecular level, our understanding of the immune response has been greatly enhanced by studies of cultured lymphocytes in artificial two-and three-dimensional (3D) systems (2, 3) . In vitro systems, however, cannot replicate local environmental factors within intact lymphoid organs that shape the antigen recognition process, the transit of lymphocytes through the tissue, and the development of subsequent effector functions (4) . To bridge this gap between in vivo and in vitro approaches, we used two-photon microscopy (5, 6) to image individual living T and B lymphocytes deep within the intact lymph node. Purified T and B cells from donor BALB/c mice were labeled with green [5-(and 6-) carboxyfluorescein diacetate succininyl ester (CFSE)] or red (5-(and-6)-(((4-chloromethyl) benzoyl)amino)tetramethylrhodamine) (CMTMR)] fluorescent dyes and injected into the tail vein of recipient mice (7) . Subsequent two-photon imaging (8) of isolated, superfused lymph nodes showed the expected localization of B cells within primary follicles and of T cells predominantly in the interfollicular spaces of the diffuse cortex (Fig. 1, A and B) . Individual cells could be resolved and tracked to depths of up to 350 m beneath the capsular surface (Fig. 1, C and D), and their differing morphologies were readily distinguished (Fig. 1, E and F) . In other experiments, lymph nodes were prestained with CMTMR to visualize the distribution of CFSE-stained T cells with respect to the reticular fiber network (Fig.  1G ) (3D rotation is shown in Movie S1).
Dynamic changes in the locomotion of T and B cells were tracked with time-lapse 3D imaging. At room temperature, lymphocytes were nonmotile and spherical, but on warming they adopted polarized shapes and moved with velocities that were steeply dependent on temperature and were maximal near the physiological body temperature (Movie S2). Most T cells progressed by a series of repeated lunges, becoming elongated while moving rapidly and balling up when paused (Fig. 2 , A and C; Movie S3). In contrast, B cells followed mean-dering paths at relatively constant velocity and displayed a compact triangular morphology, with filopodial processes constantly forming and retracting (Fig. 2, B Several less frequent patterns of T cell motility and shape were also evident, including rapidly moving cells with torpedo shapes, cells that were attached to structures by long membrane tethers, and cells that were relatively stationary but exhibited probing behavior ( Fig. 2 , E through G). These diverse patterns of behavior suggest that the lymphocytes were interacting with unseen elements in their environment; for example, visualization of the reticular fiber network with CMTMR revealed T cells adhering to, but not crawling along, these fibers (Movie S4).
Most T cells preferentially moved parallel to the overlying capsule. Motion perpendicular to the capsule appeared as gradual drift or more rapid movement through "portals." In the xy plane, T cells characteristically moved in a consistent direction for short (1-to 3-min) periods; but over longer times, the tracks of both T and B cells appeared random, with T cells exploring a much wider territory on average than B cells (Fig. 3, A and B) . The mean absolute displacement of T and B cells from their origin increased proportionally with the square root of time (Fig. 3 , C and D), indicating that both cell types use a randomwalk search strategy within the lymph node. The mean displacement of cells as a function of time can thus be characterized in terms of a "motility coefficient" (analogous to a diffusion coefficient), with values of 67 and 12 m 2 min Ϫ1 for T and B cells, respectively. The larger territory covered by T cells arises from both their greater mean velocity and their longer mean free path length (distance traveled in a straight line before turning).
We next investigated the effects of antigen stimulation, using CFSE to track both motility and proliferation of antigen-specific DO11.10 T cells in the lymph node (9, 10). Antigenic challenge followed by transfer of antigen-specific T cells resulted in T cell enlargement on day 1 and subsequently led to several rounds of cell division by day 5 (Fig.  4 , A through C). In control lymph nodes from unprimed mice, almost all DO11.10 T cells were freely motile (mean velocity, 12.24 Ϯ 0.09 m min
Ϫ1
; 197 cells; 9811 measurements), like BALB/c T cells, and followed meandering paths uniformly distributed throughout the entire imaging field (Fig. 4D and Movie S5A). In contrast, 1 day after adoptive transfer into antigen-challenged animals, antigen-specific T cells displayed two distinct behaviors. Some formed tight clusters of relatively stationary cells, many of which were enlarged to a diameter of ϳ1.5 times that of control cells from unprimed mice (Fig. 4E and Movies S5B and S6). Freely motile cells that encountered such clusters usually stuck but sometimes dissociated and again moved freely. Other groups of T cells were yet further enlarged (with diameters about double those of control cells) and massed in "swarms," looping within regions a few tens of micrometers across (Fig. 4F and Movie S5C). The proportion of stationary cells (velocities Ͻ2 m min Ϫ1 ) increased from 3% in control nodes to 25% in antigenprimed nodes. Five days after antigen priming, T cells of varying intensity were observed, corresponding to nondivided and divided cells, and these populations displayed different motility patterns ( Fig. 4G and Movie S5D). Brightly stained nondivided T cells moved freely with a velocity (12.03 Ϯ 0.7 m min Ϫ1 , 96 cells, 3028 measurements) almost identical to that seen in unprimed control mice. Dim cells (cells that had divided three or more times) displayed clusters with more stationary cells than those in the nondivided population (21 versus 10%), but the motile divided cells displayed mean velocities similar to those of the nondivided population or of unprimed controls. Live tissue imaging provides a window into the dynamic nature of lymphocyte behavior in the intact lymph node. Despite the densely packed cellular and fibrous matrix within the node, average and peak velocities of T and B cells within the intact lymph node are higher than those previously measured from in vitro studies (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . The overall motion parallel to the capsule is well described as a random walk, rather than directed movement in response to sustained chemokine gradients or along structural pathways. Although we cannot exclude the possibility that orientation signals derived from the physiological blood and lymph flow and innervation are lost after isolation of the organ, it is noteworthy that T cell areas in the node are compartmentalized and isolated from the bulk flow of lymph or blood (16) . T cells and APCs bearing the appropriate antigen must find each other in an immense landscape of extraneous cells. The increased range of T cell roaming relative to that of B cells may thus be an important aspect of their antigen search strategy, as compared to the very different requirements of B cells to receive T cell help within the more confined follicle. T cells exhibited behaviors (including abrupt changes in shape, velocity, and direction) that suggest interactions as they explore the environment. Furthermore, antigenic challenge dramatically alters the behavior of T cells, which become organized as both stationary clusters and dynamic swarms, suggesting that both stable and transient interactions between T cells and APC may have physiological importance for T cell activation. The static and swarming behaviors may reflect progressive stages of a single activation program or two parallel activation programs. We favor the former model, because T cell activation causes a progressive increase in cell size before division (17) , and the enlarged size of cells in swarms thus suggests the following sequence of events: Initially, highly motile T m. In (D), the control, unprimed node is shown 5 days after adoptive transfer, displaying T cell paths that meandered uniformly throughout the field. The relatively flat contour plot further illustrates lack of clustering. T cell motility did not vary in control nodes examined 1 to 5 days after adoptive transfer. In (E), a tight cluster of relatively immobile T cells (indicated by arrow) in an antigenprimed mouse is shown 1 day after adoptive transfer. In (F), a representative example of a swarm of T cells (marked by arrow) is seen in an antigen-primed mouse 1 day after adoptive transfer. In (G), motility patterns of nondivided T cells (evident as bright traces in the superimposed image and marked as the four yellow cell tracks on the right) and divided cells (marked as the four green cell tracks) are seen in an antigen-primed mouse 5 days after adoptive transfer. Nondivided cells showed motility patterns and velocities similar to those in control, unprimed nodes; most divided cells were also highly motile. No contour plot is shown, because bright undivided cells would be overrepresented. cells make contact with an APC, arrest, and depolarize, forming a small cluster as cells accumulate; subsequently, the clustered cells enlarge and begin to swarm before they undergo cell division.
This report introduces two-photon microscopy as a powerful tool for immunological studies that permits noninjurious imaging of individual living immune cells deep within highly scattering tissues. In addition to providing 3D resolution of cell morphology and permitting tracking of cell motility with a time resolution of a few seconds, successive cycles of cell division can be followed by means of the serial dilution of fluorescent label. The techniques described here may be applicable to other tissues (such as the thymus, spleen, and sites of inflammation), to other cell types (including APCs), to intravital imaging within intact organs, and to the use of fluorescent probes that signal cell function (such as Ca 2ϩ signaling and gene expression).
